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he month of December binds the memories of the whole year and
decorates them in a corner of our heart. We learn lessons from our
previous mistakes and take some good resolutions to improve
ourselves. So, here I have brought the December edition of glamdia
magazine among you all, which contains plenty of visual
information that will inspire you all the way to rise yourself.
Bringing Some Practical Fashion Ideas For Men in a Female
Fashion Focused Industry is as difficult as fetching a special pearl
from the ocean. I have picked up some such pearls for both Men
and Women, and I hope that they will charm you.

Being a magazine girl, I have a pretty balance attitude
towards diet, mental health and maintaining a lifestyle
along with looking fashionable. Because any fashion
shines on you when you are healthy and nourished from
the inside. So let's take some time out of our life for our
own sake! Make yourself a priority. You are great just the
way you are, you are special, and you are unique.
So, let your uniqueness shine a little more.
Let your glamour grow a little more.
Let yourself unbox and explore the world a little more !
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This is Why Biker Shorts are 
Making It Big In The 

Fashion World!

Biker shorts have been a
major styling inspiration
since Princess Diana wore
them for her gym back in the
1990s. Hailey Bieber, Kim
Kardashian West, Bella
Hadid, Maddison Beer, and
Kendall Jenner have been
seen often pairing biker
shorts for their casual
outings. The look is very
comfortable and a major part
of street-wear fashion. Let’s
see how our favorite fashion
idols have worn this look and
this can be very inspiring if
you wish to try this trend!
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With an Oversized
Tee, biker shorts
make for the most
trendy and in vogue
look. This is super
comfortable and also
summer-appropriate
as it is breezy and
light. As Hailey
Bieber can be seen
pairing it with a basic
oversized tee, she also
re-creates Princess
Diana’s iconic look to
make it to the fashion
charts.
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Pairing biker shorts with a cropped hoodie, or an
oversized vibrant colored hoodie is also a very
way to style these shorts among various
celebrities. Kendall Jenner was seen wearing it
with a cropped loose hoodie and Selena Gomez
was spotted in a vibrant one that had a loose fit.
Kendall even paired black heels with it, to make
it look chic and less casual.
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One of the most iconic looks of Bella Hadid,
when she paired her black biker shorts with a
blazer, has been a major style inspiration for
many stylists. The way she made the entire
look so fashionable and high-end got her a lot
of praise. Ever since then, pairing these shorts
with long coats is super popular and chic.
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Because of the versatility of biker shorts, this
simple clothing item can be used to create so
many looks and outfits. The basic color
tones can be paired with multiple tees and
camisoles and paired with shoes or sneakers,
you’re all set to make an impression!

By: Apurva Dhadwal
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Of f ice Attires 
For Men

Men do not really have many options when it
comes to formal wear as much as women do. Men
are always in a dilemma, what could they possibly
do with their formal look to make them different
from others? While guys mostly complain when
they see so many clothing options for women to
choose from, they are envious of women as well
because of the same reason and also because of
the limitation that is present when it comes to
male outfits.

Here are the ideas which you can mix and match
and take a hint on how to dress for your
workplace.
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Black Shirt with 
Grey Blazer

It is a great combination
which gives off a classy feel.
Combine it with grey pants
or blue jeans if it’s allowed
in your work environment,
and you are ready to go to
the workplace with your
smart casual look.
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Turtleneck with 
Long CoatsWinter does not bring many choices for men

other than protecting themselves from the
harsh environment while looking good,
which should also be our priority.
Turtlenecks can be combined with long
coats or blazers, and combining them with
formal black shoes or boots will complete
the look.
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Thin Sweaters 
with Shirts

When winters have come to an end
and the summer starts
approaching, the temperature is
quite neutral. Wear thin sweaters
outside shirts, combined with
formal pants and shoes, and you’re
ready to go.

Office Attires For Men 10



Striped Shirts
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Navy Blue Suit with a Light Blue 
Shirt and Emerald Green Tie

For a special occasion in the office or on the day of your
promotion, you can try this look. Navy-blue
complements emerald green well, or you can opt for a
maroon tie as well.

Office Attires For Men 12



So, what are you waiting for? Make everybody 
turn their heads when you arrive at your 
workplace with these attires, and give yourself 
a smart and intellectual appeal with these 
outfits.

By: Neeru Dangwal Office Attires For Men 13



Ankeey Sethi wins the Title of 
Glamdia Next Door Model

Ankeey Sethi
Miss Asia International Nepal: 2022
International Runway Model
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Glamdia magazine awards 
the best model for the next 
door model online contest 

season 2

lamdia magazine hosted the second season of Glamdia
Next Door Model Contest. It was a contest which
featured both male and female models. The theme of the
competition was Spotlight Stunner. In this contest the
participants created an introductory reel flaunting their
look from head to toe. The contest brought forward many
participants with creative looks to win the spotlight
stunner title. The winner was judged on the basis of their
creativity, experimental look, introduction video and
their unique style portrayed in their 10 pictures. The
‘Spotlight Stunner’ was to be showcased through the
Instagram reel with 10 pictures and an introductory video
where the participants chose the outfit which defined
their unique style which makes them stand out.

G
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Ankeey Sethi- The Spotlight Stunner of
the Season
An elegant Introductory video Ankeey Sethi
submitted a very elegant and detailed reel
video introducing herself and her interests.
In the video she greeted cheerfully and
mentioned her past titles of ‘Miss Asia
International Nepal 2022’ & ‘International
Runaway Model & Artist’. She also
mentioned her hobbies and interests. Ankeey
was eloquent with her introduction which
she delivered charmingly and confidently.

The Spotlight Stunner video After Ankeey’s
introduction she showcased her spotlight
stunning video where she showcased her
style and look. Ankeey wore a white tube top
with a black bodycon skirt. She carried her
beige trench coat which caught all the
spotlight and attention. She posed
beautifully with her outfit emphasising her
look from head to toe. And then she selected
the best 10 pictures to conclude her reel.

Ankeey Sethi wins the Title of Glamdia Next Door Model 16



Choice of Outfit & Accessories
Ankeey chose to wear a white tube top with a black and white
criss cross at the back. She paired her top with a side slit black
bodycon mini skirt. The outfit captured the sensuality of the
look which she beautifully balanced it with elegant beige
trench coat and knee-high beige boots. The accessories she used
were dainty gold layered necklace and small gold hoops. The
outfit and accessories were definitely a spotlight stunner.
Makeup & Hair.

The spotlight stunner went for a nude and dewy makeup. She
chose brown smokey eyes with perfect lashes and lenses. She
wore a trendy brown gloss which made her makeup look classy
and chic.
Ankeey let her highlighted hair open with long curls. She
parted her hair in the middle which suited her face shape and
choice of outfit.

By: Team Glamdia 
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One of our life’s stress is that someday, we 
gonna age! Someday, someone will turn on 
our doors and call us Uncle and Aunty! Some 
day we would have to deal with fine lines, 
dark circles, and wrinkles. Yes, buddy, that's 
gonna happen! But isn't that life well lived?
Anyways the question of the hour is-
HOW TO SLOW DOWN AGING??
Science has been to an unimagined 
advancement in the ongoing era, and today 
we'll discuss what the nutritionists suggest 
eating to ace gracefully and gradually.

What to Eat to 
NOT Age!
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Dark Chocolate 
The dark chocolates are rich in the
level of antioxidants and thus are a
prime source of eatables to be used
as an anti-aging shield!
They allow the release of happy
hormones like serotonin, keeping
you healthy & wealthy in a pocket-
friendly way!

Blue Berries  
FRAP analysis suggested that
blueberries have a high level of
antioxidants when compared with
other fruits and eatables, and thus
would allow healthy removal of the
toxic constituents from our body.

Kale

It is one of the very nutritious and
delicious vegetables which is rich in
antioxidants and its alternate day
consumption also provides a good
amount of calcium to our body
Anthocyanin and some
phytoconstituents are responsible for
the color of the Kale.

What to Eat to NOT Age! 20



Grapes 

Sweet potato

Not only do grapes prevent heart diseases and
cancers but also have a good ability to reduce
and slow down the process of ageing and thus
should be consumed every day to supply our
body with a fair amount of the level of
antioxidants!

Now some of you would be surprised to
see sweet potato on the list, and you
should know that it is one of the very
popular consumables enriched with a lot
of antioxidant levels and is an excellent
choice food item to be eaten to slow
down ageing!

So, this was all about the antioxidant-rich food which one must
have to stay fit and look healthy! When we age, some of the cell
cycle processes that happen in our body tend to stop and these
food items rich in the level of antioxidants can cope with their
loss and turn the cycle back ON!

By : Shambhavi Chaturvedi
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Over thinking and 
Mental health

Overthinking is an act 
of thinking about 
something too much 
for a long time. It 
elevates stress and 
reduces your creativity. 
Overthinking affects 
mental health. Many 
problems like 
depression and anxiety 
are caused due to 
overthinking. 
Overthinking causes a 
decline in mental 
health. Overthinking 
does not allow your 
mind to calm down 
and relax.
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Here are some signs that you’re an overthinker 

The embarrassing moments get repeated in your mind again and
again.
You have difficulty in sleeping because you feel your brain is still
working.
You ask yourself a lot of “what if” questions.
Spend more time thinking about the intentions of what people did or
said to you.
Thinking about the things that never going to happen, worry about
them.
Spending time worrying about the things you have no control over.

Over thinking and Mental Health 23



When you can identify, what are the signs of an overthinker. Here are
some strategies also which can help you combat overthinking:

Get things out of your head.
It helps your mind to relax. You need to talk to
someone and get rid of that thing of your mind.

Come to your senses.
Find ways to involve yourself in some
activity that will help you from
overthinking. You can listen to your
favourite songs, do your favoruite
activity, and help your mind to relax.

You could write down your 
thoughts.
Writing down your thoughts instead of 
keeping them in your head will help you 
to release them easily.

Over thinking and Mental Health 24



Consult a therapist
You should see a therapist who helps you to overcome
the habit of overthinking. Talk to them and discuss
the things going on in your mind, they will help you to
build your identity and support you.

Stop overthinking and let go the things.
Overthinking declines your mental health as it
may cause depression and anxiety. It may also
elevate the stress level. It reduces the power to
make decisions correctly.

By: Jessica Joy

Over thinking and Mental Health 25
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How to tame 
frizzy hair 

Does the coming of each new season or unforgiving
items make your hair fuzzy? Indeed, none of you can get
away from hair frizz once in a while. Notwithstanding, if
the frizz is making your hair unmanageable, or you need
milder hair for that large occasion, this article is for you.

Continue to look to know how you can oversee crimped
hair and turn it smoother and shinier.
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While choosing a shampoo, search for
items with Glycerin recorded high up
on the fixing list. The nearer glycerin is
leaned to the top, the more packed it is
in the item.

Glycerin assists battle with frizzing by
infiltrating the hair and hydrating it
from the back to front. It is likewise an
incredible humectant, which means it
ingests that additional dampness
noticeable all around, making a
defensive covering and keeping
dampness caught in.

Notwithstanding glycerin, guarantee
the cleanser you're utilizing is without
sulfate. Sulfates are a shockingly basic
fixing in cleanser since it makes a foam.

The power of a decent conditioner is
frequently belittled. Guarantee you use
conditioner each time you cleanse your
hair to keep the fingernail skin hydrated, so
dampness can infiltrate profound into each
strand.

This keeps the fingernail skin from opening
up and allows in abundance of dampness
from the climate, which will keep it
smooth. While looking for a conditioner,
search for an item that contains glycerin,
just as other hydrating fixings like shea
margarine. Make certain to apply
conditioner from the mid-lengths down to
your finishes and get it far from your
underlying foundations to forestall
sickness.

How to tame frizzy hair 28



You may think your hair should be
shampooed a few times each week, yet
as a general rule, it really doesn’t. Like
clockwork, apply conditioner just and
skip cleanser, at that point flush it out.
The conditioner contains a limited
quantity of surfactant, which is the
thing that cleanser uses to scrub your
hair.

Too, conditioners contain a modest
quantity of oil which appends to the
oils in the hair, purifying it away. This
likewise called “Co-Washing” helps
keep the hair at ideal PH as you are
renewing dampness and guaranteeing
the common oils in your hair are not
being stripped away.

On the off chance that you actually
can't kick the frizz once your hair is
blow-dried, take a stab at utilizing
a supporting hair oil. Hair oil
attempts to battle frizz by
streamlining the hair while at the
same time adding sparkle and
sparkle.

It infiltrates profound into the hair
fingernail skin to add dampness to
dry finishes and revive the
wellbeing and dynamic quality of
your braids. Drop 1-3 drops of oil
onto your palm, rub together and
smooth over the finishes of the hair
to tame flyaways and frizz.

How to tame frizzy hair 29



In spite of the fact that it generally feels like warmth
instruments tame frizz and boisterous hair once the
hair is styled and smooth, the inverse really occurs in
case you're utilizing your warmth devices on an
excessively high setting.

Anything over 365 degrees can possibly grow the
fingernail skin, which will really wind up
accomplishing more damage than anything else. A
protected reach for your warming apparatuses is 250
to 300 degrees to guarantee insignificant harm.
Having tolerance and holding the hair on the device
longer as opposed to only amping up the warmth will
really make a sleeker, sans frizz look eventually.

By: Rakshita Singh
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With styling your outfit and hair, it's extremely important to prep your face
and skin so that it looks fresh and bright throughout the day. Being outside in
the sun, travelling on public transport and attending the classes untill evening
can leave you looking tired and dull. Here is what you can do to get that fresh
face –

College time is super 
exciting and fun. Every day 
is a new journey in itself 
and time spent with friends 
is priceless. Dressing up for 
college these days has 
changed incredibly in 
comparison to earlier times. 
Girls now keep up with the 
trends and the strict 
dressing rules are now 
starting to fade away.

Everyday 
college 

make-up 
for a fresh 

look!
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Start with cleansing your face
with a cleanser or face wash that
suits your skin. The next step is
applying a light moisturizer that
is not heavy or greasy. Once that
is absorbed by the skin, take a
generous amount of sunscreen
and apply it. Make sure the
sunscreen has an SPF of at least
40. You can use the ones that
have SPF as well as UVA/UVB
Protection.

Everyday college make-up for a fresh look 32



Once your skin is prepped up, use
a BB cream or a CC cream. BB
creams are perfect for light
makeup looks and are ideal to be
used for everyday light makeup. If
you want a finer look, you can
build it up and if you only want to
hide a few spots, it can be used as
a concealer too.

Once the base is done, the
next is the eyes. For college,
eye-makeup should be
minimal. You can add a
bold black kajal and
mascara for everyday wear.
If you are an eyeliner girl,
black eyeliner is most
suitable. To experiment,
you can even use blue or
green eyeliner as well.

Everyday college make-up for a fresh look 33



To add more dimensions to the face, blush is a must! It
gives you that bubbly-blushing look that looks
adorable. Peaches and Light Pink blushes are perfect
to achieve that fresh face look and will make your skin
look glowy. Coral Blush is also a great choice to
achieve the same.

Lastly, lipstick is every girl’s favorite. Nude pinks and
warm tones give you an innocent charm. They look
subtle and are best for everyday wear. Dark colors
should be avoided as they give your face a bold and
heavy look that is more suitable for festive and rare
occasions.
By : Apurva Dhadwal

Everyday college make-up for a fresh look 34
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Styling from 
Emma Watson’s Wardrobe!

Emma Watson, a popular British actress 
known  for    her      iconic    character 
Hermione in the blockbuster series, 
Harry  Potter  and  all  its  eight 
Adaptations,  has  been   giving 
style   goals       and     fashion 
statements.    The    actress 
beautifully dresses up with 
admirable, alluring, glam-
orous, and showstopping 
outfits which are styled 
according to modern -
day wearables and 
shareable.

The star 
loves dressing 

up for her 68.6 million 
strong fan following on the 

popular and most loved social 
media     platform,     Instagram.

From the trendy and fashionable 
Suits     to  pro-social   and elegant 
campaigning suits, we all became 
a   fan   of  her  style  and dressing!
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Previously, she has been styled in
fabulous and fashionable attires
which were loved by her fans all over
the world, and the actress’s dressing
sense has always been praised and
has truly evolved.

Her decent dressing and natural
beauty in this professional yet
trendy attire adds more grace to her
stardom and always makes her stand
out from other big names!
The actress’s glamming smile adds
more charm and beauty in this
modish attire of oversized coat
styled with simple, plain inner wear
top and bottom ankle length pant!

Wardrobes are incomplete without
the suit fashion, and all these styling
attires are a delight to look at! As
told by top-notch designers, the year
2023 has to be served with an array
of various colors and textures to
enlighten the faded glam and add
more shine, zest, and zeal to the lives
of people.

Styling from Emma Watson’s Wardrobe! 41



So, herewith Watson’s
fashionable and remarkably
designed attires presented
magnificent looks for
upcoming year.
By:  Shambhavi Chaturvedi 

Styling from Emma Watson’s Wardrobe! 42



Top 5 Most Handsome Men 
in the World
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We all have read about
the most beautiful women
in the world, but did we
not forget to take a look at
the list indicating the
world’s most handsome
man! Without any doubt,
I can claim that women,
no matter what their age
is, are crazy about guys
with perfect jawlines,
physic, and tint of beard!
Apart from that
charismatic smile and a
warm heart is what it
takes to win the hearts of
fans all around the globe.
With this article, we’ll
catch you up with the list
of the most handsome
men in the world, keep
reading!
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One of the finest actors from the Bollywood
industry supported with the most handsome
looks, charismatic smile, greenish and
mesmerizing eyes, and graceful acting skills is
none other than Hrithik Roshan. He started his
career in the year 2000 with the role of Rohit/ Raj
Chopra in the film Kaho Na Pyar Hai.

He gained immense popularity playing the role of
Rohan Raichand in Karan Johar’s Kabhi Khushi
Kabhi Gham. The film was a massive hit and
Roshan’s dance, energy, and charisma gained the
most of the spotlight out of the three well-
established actors in the line.

5th 
Hrithik Roshan 
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4th 
Robert Downey Jr.

International Industry Biggie, Robert
Downey Jr has made it this far as a celebrity,
producer, actor, model, and influencer. He
started his career quite early under the
guidance of his father Robert Downey Sr in
the film Pond in 1970.
Since then, many years passed by and age is
just the number, many fans are crushing
and supporting him through thick and thin.
The actor is a popular Iron Man character
from the MCU and his work, skills, and
expressions are also widely appreciated
throughout the world!
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One of the very handsome men blessed with a
sharp jawline, charming look, humble attitude,
and dashing personality both on and off-screen is
Johnny Depp. The actor was born on June 9, 1963,
and horoscopically a Cancerian. It is just a matter
of time that from his debut film A Nightmare on
Elm street, the actor gained immense popularity
and has reached several heights in his career.

The world has seen and appreciated his acting,
musical skills, entrepreneurial approach, and
influencing power! He is one of the most deserved
stars for his popularity and success!

3rd
Johney Depp
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2nd 
Chris Evans 

Chris Evans has mostly been the alternative of
grace, energy, charisma, and Swag in both on-
screen and off-screen life. The actor is quite
popular as Captain America in the Marvel
Cinematic Universe series. Fans went crazy with
his on-screen performances, especially his look
and surprising appearance in the Avengers:
Infinity War.
The actor was born on June 13, 1981.

Evans started his career with television series
like Opposite Sex in 2000 and later became the
popular Avenger. Apart from the MCU series, he
is also widely loved for his roles in Fantastic
Four, Not Another Teen Movie, Gifted, and
Knives out.
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The biggest crush of women, Mission Impossible
actor, Tom Cruise is one of the highest-paid
American actors and producers. Fans loved and
cherished his roles in various genres, particularly
action, drama, romance, comedy, and rom-com.
He has versatile acting skills and this helps the
moviemakers to bring the best out of him.

The actor cum producer has won various
accolades for his work, including three Golden
Globe Awards and three nominations for the
Academy Awards. His awesome hairstyles and
outstanding acting skills are probably the reason
behind his immense fame and success. He truly
deserves it for his efforts and hard work!
By : Shambhavi Chaturvedi

1st 
Tom Cruise  
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Ideas to decore 
your small 

bedroom

5
Your bedroom is your personal space where you can be 
yourself without worrying about anything. Isn't it? The 
interior of your room defines your personality and if 
you are constantly thinking about decorating your 
bedroom but unable to do so, don't take stress!

We will
suggest you good 

ideas to decorate your bedroom 
without compromising on your bank balance.
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Fairy Lights

As you’re reading, they are trending on Instagram and 
Pinterest right now. They look beautiful, you can put them 
in a pattern behind your bed or with a see-through curtain. 
Fairy Lights illuminate the whole room, and at night without 
turning your room lights you can just turn them on and 
enjoy the pretty nighttime.

5 Ideas to decore your small bedroom 52



DIY Photo Gallery

You can decorate your blank wall by creating a photo 
gallery. Collect photographs of your beautiful 
memories, take a piece of fine jute or sparkling rope and 
hang your photographs on it with cute wooden clips, 
hang this from one end of your wall to another in a 
curved pattern.
You can put this DIY photo gallery on any wall except 
the wall on which your bed is.

5 Ideas to decore your small bedroom 53



Dreamcatcher 

Dreamcatcher is another aesthetic decor
material that you can add to your room, go
for light colours like blue, pink when
getting dreamcatchers, hang them in a
group or alone on the bed wall or near
your doors/windows.
They capture negative energies and filter
bad dreams. It looks pretty cute too.

5 Ideas to decore your small bedroom 54



Plants

Add a bit of color and life to
your room by adding plants on
both sides of your bed. You can
pick the Rubber plant,
Lavender plant, Lady palm, etc.

5 Ideas to decore your small bedroom 55



Grafitti wall

A bland wall can be brought back
to life by graffiti. If you are a person
who loves art and doodling, you can
create graffiti on your wall with
acrylic paints. Write quotes which
inspire you and all sorts of things
you like on your wall to describe
yourself.

5 Ideas to decore your small bedroom 56



These ideas will give your room a breathtaking look
and every time you’ll be home after a long day, the
beauty of your room will calm you down and of course
it will be a great background for clicking photographs.

-Neeru Dangwal

5 Ideas to decore your small bedroom 57



Travel Destinations 
Across Europe!

Europe is surely a beautiful place which 
has so much to offer for every tourist looking 

for a diverse genre and making this continent a surely 
a top priority for travelling  over other destinations serving 

the tourist best with its beauty and architecture. The natural 
scenery is one of the best things served by Europe from Valleys to plains 

to beaches and yes, the Alps for the mountaineers! You can enjoy the best
Nightlife and partying untill the sun rises with clubs that offer so much entertainment,
last but not least it has mouthwatering food and along with it a culinary diversity.
Here are some of the destinations which are worth visiting when one travels to Europe!
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Venice

Admirers of architecture are awestruck by
this place because of its jaw-dropping
architecture with a history of ancient times
which makes this place worthwhile to visit
during Europe tour and get loved by the
"water city."

London

Fans of music and nightlife just
set this as your first priority to
explore various performances
whether it's rock, jazz, classic
music because this city never
sleeps so keep partying till late!

Travel Destinations Across Europe! 59



If you are thinking to travel along
with your better half, this place is
thumbs up! Enjoy dinner at a
restaurant near the Eiffel Tower
and enjoy its charismatic view at
night!

Paris

Above Vltava's left bank
the attraction is Prague's
Castle in the Czech
Republic, it can serve the
peace of mind to
everyone, and calms
others inside out and one
can never get tired of the
epic beauty of Prague.

Prague

Travel Destinations Across Europe! 60



Matterhorn, 
Switzerland 

White crystal-like snow, the
gleaming view of mountains
covered with a white
bedsheet of snow, and a view
so surreal and makes
everyone admire its beauty,
get a view of winter moon at
Matterhorn, Switzerland.

Well, there are many sights one can go through if provided with a lot of time
as it is a really big continent to explore which includes many other places
other than listed above like Granada's Alhambra, Spain, Ancient Rome,
Italy, Norway, Croatia, Greece and make your trip an experience of a
lifetime.

By – Neeru Dangwal Travel Destinations Across Europe! 61
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Casual  
date 
Look!
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Men 
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Winter fall 
Look!
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